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COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
Drawings and Specifications for Bids or Estimates.
Details.
Pipes, Conduits, etc., to be Shown.
said preliminary drawings, specifications and estimates herein described are not satisfactory to said Commissioner and approved by him, then the said Architect(s) shall and will revise and correct said plans, elevations, sections and specifications so that they shall conform to the suggestions, criticisms and requirements of the said Commissioner (s), and so that the estimate and cost shall be well within the appropriation or funds available for the said building or structure.
4.    That the said Architect (s) will thereafter, at their own proper cost and expense, and within ........days after the approval by the Commissioner (s)   of the  said  preliminary  drawings   and specifications (or the revisions thereof), provide and furnish to the said Commissioner (s) complete plans, elevations, sections and drawings of the exterior and interior, and complete working drawings with construction details sufficiently shown, and with figured dimensions given as shall, with the specifications furnished and hereafter required,  enable  prospective bidders and contractors to prepare and. make accurate and reliable estimates of the quantities, quality and character of the several kinds of labor and materials required to erect and complete the said building, structure, works, plan, apparatus or equipment in a first-class workmanlike manner and for the purposes and uses intended.
5.    That thereafter and during the erection and construction of the above, entitled work the Architect (s) shall ftKrnish all the detail and working plans, models, drawings and sketches necessary and proper to enable the builder or contractor to provide the materials and apparatus and to build, erect, construct and complete the whole structure contemplated and comprised in the above title in a good, prompt, efti-cient and satisfactory manner; such plans and drawings to include all the various parts and portions of 'the building, structure, works, plant, apparatus and equipment, and all features of decoration and ornamentation desirable and proper to make it an artistic architectural, or engineering- production.
6.    That such plans and drawings shall include complete detail and working plans, elevations and sections, which shall show not only all  structural features, ornamentation and decoration, but alsp all air, gas, steam, hot and cold water, refrigerating,

